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Chapter Overview: 
 

This chapter deals with 

 Solar System and its components 

 Why Earth is called a Unique Planet? 

 Satellite of earth – Moon and its specifics. 

 Difference between Meteoroid, Meteor, Comet. 

Note: This summary should be supplemented with basic reading of NCERT. 

 

CHAPTER 1– THE EARTH IN THE SOLAR SYSYTEM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Celestial Bodies 
 These are heavenly bodies. All the objects present in the universe. 

{universe=matter+energy+space} 

 Example: Sun, moon, stars etc. 

 

 Stars 

 Stars are big, hot, burning gas ball of great mass. They emit their own heat and light. 

 Sun is an example of star. 

 
 

 

 

 

 Galaxy: 

 A galaxy is a gravitationally bound system of stars, 

stellar remnants, interstellar gas, dust, and dark matter. 

 Our Solar system is a part of Milky Way galaxy. 

 Andromeda is the galaxy closest to Milky Way 

galaxy. 

 

Light from stars
Passes through different 

atmospheric 
layers(varying densities)

Thus, gives TWINKLING 
EFFECT when these lights 

reaches Human Eye

Relevance rating: 1.5/5 

 Civil Service syllabus: Physical Geography 

 This chapter forms the base for learning about facts related to solar system, our planet 

earth. 

 Facts memorization is needed for prelims and content enrichment in mains answers as 

well. 

 Questions have been asked from this chapter. Please refer previous year questions on 

page-3 & 5. 

Till 2006 Pluto was also a planet. 

However, later, IAU 

(International Astronomical 

Union) decided to term it as just a 

dwarf planet.  

 

Astronomy: -Branch of science dealing with the study of sun, moon, planets, stars etc. 

Father of astronomy:-NICHOLAS COPERNICUS 
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 Constellations: 
 These are group of stars, forming a certain imaginary shape. 

 Example of constellation:   

 URSA MAJOR (in Latin)/BIG BEAR (in English). 

 Group of seven star- Saptarishi (seven saints) 

 Pole star or North Star or Polaris or direction 

      determination. 

 Solar system 
 Solar System comprises of 

 

 

Sun 
 Sun is at the centre of our solar system. It is huge and made up of hot gases. 

 It is a part of Milky Way galaxy and closest star to the earth. 

 It is the ultimate source of heat and light for the solar system. 

 Sun is about 150 million km far from earth. Light from the sun takes about 8.5 minutes to    

reach earth. 

 It is also known as ‘Yellow dwarf’. 

 Closest star to the sun-Proxima Centauri (about 4.22 light years away). 

 Sun is made up of about 71% Hydrogen, 28% Helium and 1% other gases. 

 

 

 

 

Planets 

 Planets are celestial body, which have no heat and light of their own, they reflect sun’s 

light. 

 Planets revolve around the sun in fixed elliptical path known as ORBITS. 

 In order of their distance from the sun: MERCURY, VENUS, EARTH, MARS, 

JUPITER, SATURN, URANUS, NEPTUNE. 

 Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus have ring around them. These are belts of small debris. 

 Venus is called Earth’s twin because its shape and size are very much similar to that of 

earth. 
 

 

Nebula  
 Clouds of gas and 

dust found between 

the groups of stars. 

  New stars are born 

here. 

 

 Light year: A unit of astronomical distance equivalent to the distance that light 

travels in one year, which is 9.4607 × 1012 km (nearly 6 million  miles). 

 Speed of light=3, 00,000km/sec 

 

Planets

Satellites

Other Celestial 
Bodies

• Mercury, Venus, 
Earth etc

• Earth- Moon

• Jupiter-Europa

• Stars, Asteroids, 
Meteroits etc.

Cosmic year:  

Time taken by the 

solar system to 

complete one orbit 

around the Milky Way 

galaxy. (About 26,000 

years) 
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Earth 

 Our planet earth is third nearest planet to the sun. 

 Earth has a unique shape called as GEOID, which bulges through the equator, flattened at 

poles. 

 Earth is a unique planet 

 Atmosphere-envelops the earth by oxygen; ozone.  

 Water- in three forms: solid, liquid, and gaseous. 3/4th earth’s surface covered with 

water, blue planet (looked from outer space). 

  Temperature-neither too hot nor to cold (average temperature nearly 15 degree Celsius) 

 

Satellites 

 These are celestial body that revolves around the planets. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inner /Terrestrial /Rocky 
Planets

Very close to the sun.

Made up of rocks.

Mercury, Venus, Earth, 
Mars.

Outer/Gaseous/Jovian Planets

Far away from sun.

Huge planets.

Made up of gases and liquids.

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, 
Neptune.

Natural Satellite

•Moon for Earth, Europa for Jupiter.

Man-made/ Artifical Satellite

•Designed by scientists.

•To gather information about the universe.

•Carried by a rocket.

•Placed in the orbit around earth.

•Examples of Indian satellites are INSAT, EDUSAT etc

 

PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTION (Prelims) 

 
Q. An artificial satellite orbiting around the Earth does not fall down. This is so because the 

attraction of Earth: (2011) 

(a.) does not exist at such distance 

(b.) is neutralized by the attraction of the moon 

(c.) provides the necessary speed for its steady motion 

(d.) provides the necessary acceleration for its motion 

Solution: (d) 
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Moon 

 Moon is the natural satellite of Earth; it is about 1/4th of the size of earth. 

 Moon appears bigger than other planets and celestial bodies as it is nearer to earth than any 

other celestial body. 

  It completes one orbit of earth in about 27 days; and same time to complete one spin on its 

axis. 

 Moon has 

 Mountains, craters, valleys, other landforms etc. that cast shadows on the moon’s 

surface. 

  It has no water or air. 

 

Phases of Moon: 

 Full moon/ Poornima: when the moon is complete full. 

 New moon/ Amavasya: when moon is completely dark. 

 

 
 

 

Asteroids:  

 These are tiny rocky bodies, found 

between the orbits of  Mars and Jupiter  

 

  Asteroids orbit around the Sun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Meteroid

•Small pieces of rocks 
(flying objects).

•Moves around the sun.

•Outside the earth’s 
atmosphere.

•Sometimes come near the 
earth

Meteor

•When meteoroids collide 
with a planet's atmosphere, 
they become meteors.

•They burn up on tpouching 
the surface of planet hence 
called as SHOOTING 
STARS

Comet

•Icy body of gases and dust.

•Long tail.

•Orbits around the sun.

•Best known comet: ‘Halley 
comet’. (Last seen:-1986, 
next return:-2061).
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PREVIOUS YEAR QUESTION (Prelims) 

 
Q. What is the difference between asteroids and comets? (2011) 

1. Asteroids are small rocky planetoids, while comets are formed of frozen gases held together 

by rocky and metallic material. 

2. Asteroids are found mostly between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars, while comets are found 

mostly between Venus and Mercury. 

3. Comets show a perceptible glowing tail, while asteroids do not. 
 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct? 

(a.) 1 and 2 only 

(b.) 1 and 3 only 

(c.) 3 only 

(d.) 1, 2 and 3 

Solution: (b) 

 

 

 Spectroscope: – Special instruments used by the astronomers to find out whether the object is moving 

away from the earth or towards it. 

 

 

 

Key Takeaways:   
 Heavenly bodies in the universe are called celestial bodies. 

 Billions of stars make one galaxy and billions of galaxies make one universe. 

 Our solar system has 8 planets, satellites and celestial bodies. 

 Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars are called inner planets (rocky planets) and Jupiter, 

Saturn, Uranus and Neptune are called outer planets (gaseous planets). 

 Earth is a unique planet because it has neither too hot nor too cold temperature. 

 Asteroids, meteors, meteoroids and comets are differentiated on the basis of their 

respective characteristics and their placing.  
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